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1 Introduction to HPE XPWatch
This chapter describes the features of XPWatch (previously called XP P9000Watch/XPWatch)
and the environment required to run it.

Overview
XPWatch is a command-line interface utility provided with HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It is
designed for focused troubleshooting and can capture data as frequently as every 5 seconds.

NOTE: The 5 seconds data capture frequency applies to XP or XP7 disk array configured with
any number of LDEVs. If the requested data is more than 2000 LDEVs, the time taken to collect
performance data increases accordingly.

XPWatch monitors the performance of the following:

• Array level

• Host groups

• Ports

• Client-Host Interface Processor (CHIP) or Channel Adapter (CHA)

• Array Control Processors (ACPs) or Disk Adapters (DKAs)

• RAID groups

• Logical Devices (LDEVs) of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays

• THP/SMART Pools
In addition, XPWatch monitors the replication status of P-VOLs and S-VOLs in the primary data
center disk array and provides the Sync/Async and CA Journal performance metrics.
XPWatch can be used to troubleshoot performance issues, such as:

• Hot spots within the XP or XP7 disk arrays (hard disk drives or RAID groups that are over
utilized compared to the rest of the array)

• Front-end congestion (micro processors (mp) ports)

• Back-end issues

• Cache/Shared Memory issues, usage, contention and so on

• Determining true I/O throughput (from the mp port to the hard disk drive)

• Port I/O spikes

• Poor application response

• Data replication issues

• THP/SMART Pool usage and status
The performance metrics are displayed on the console of the host system. The output data is
stored in comma separated files (.csv) that are generated, one file for each component. The
.csv file generated by XPWatch in the Interactive mode can be loaded in HPE XPSketch to
obtain a visual representation of the output data.
XPWatch offers the following features:

• Focused troubleshooting

• Real-time performance data monitoring and collection for time intervals as low as 5 seconds

• In the “CLI mode” (page 10) (Command Line Interface), the output screen has the timestamp
when the data is retrieved.
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• Ability to split data in desired intervals and store them in different files

• Customizable menu size

• Nicknames can be provided to the host groups for easy identification

• Command-line tool with easy-to-use selection menu

• Configuration changes that are reflected with every fresh run

• Small footprint and easy to execute, does not require any special installation
For more information on installing the XP7 Performance Advisor, see the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor Installation Guide available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
PerformanceAdvisorSoftware-Manuls.

XPWatch environment
For information on the list of supported platforms, see the latest HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Software OS Support Matrix available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
PerformanceAdvisorSoftware-Manuals.

Functional representation
Figure 1 shows the functional representation of XPWatch.

Figure 1 Working of XPWatch

The default mode in which the XPWatch executes is the Interactive mode. In addition, the CLI
mode is also available, where you can directly execute commands in the command prompt
window to view the same data that is otherwise displayed when XPWatch is executed using the
Interactive method. For more information, see Executing commands in Interactive mode.
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2 Installing XPWatch
This section describes installing and removing XPWatch. It also describes the various components
of XPWatch.

Prerequisites
The following are the prerequisites to install XPWatch:
• The XP7 Performance Advisor host agent v6.3 must be installed on your host system.

• The host must have a command device connected to the XP or XP7 disk arrays array to
collect information from that disk array.

• You need to enable Logical Unit Number (LUN) security on the port of the required XP or
XP7 disk arrays to determine the Host Group paths in XPWatch.

• You should have selected XPWatch bits during XP7 Performance Advisor installation. For
more information, see the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Installation Guide available at
http://www.hpe.com/info/PerformanceAdvisorSoftware-Manuals.

Installing XPWatch
To install XPWatch, perform the following steps:
1. Open a web browser.
2. In the browser address line, enter your server name followed by /pa. For example,

http(s)://[server name]/pa.
You can also access XP7 Performance Advisor over a secure connection:
https://[server name].[domain name]/pa.
If the DNS server cannot locate the management station and open XP7 Performance Advisor,
type http(s)://[IP address]/pa.

NOTE: The XP7 Performance Advisor URL is case-sensitive.

The XP7 Performance Advisor logon screen appears.
Figure 2 shows the XP7 Performance Advisor logon screen.

Figure 2 XP7 Performance Advisor logon screen

3. Enter your User Name and Password and click Sign In. The XP7 Performance Advisor
Home screen appears.
Figure 3 shows the XP7 Performance Advisor Home screen.
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Figure 3 XP7 Performance Advisor home screen

4. On the Header menu, select Support. The screen displaying Table of Contents appears.
5. From the Tools menu, select the operating system for which you want to download the

XPWatch zip file.
6. Extract the contents of the zip file to a location on your system. The XPWatch.exe and

wagent.exe files are extracted.
7. Double-click XPWatch.exe to run XPWatch. You can also run XPWatch using the command

prompt.
For example,c:\XPWatchTool\XPWatch.exe
where, XPWatchTool is the folder containing the XPWatch.exe file.
In your command-prompt window, ensure that you point to the directory where XPWatch is
installed.

NOTE:
• The XPWatch bits are available in the Tools folder on XP7 Performance Advisor

Installation disk 2.
• At any given point, you can close XPWatch by pressing Ctrl+C.

Accessing XPWatch
XPWatch can be accessed using the following two modes:

• Interactive mode (default)

• CLI mode (Non Interactive)

NOTE:
• Executing XPWatch.exe on a windows platform is equivalent to executing ./xpwatch on

a non windows platform. By default, the XPWatch will start in the Interactive mode.
• XPWatch commands are case-sensitive.

Interactive mode
Interactive mode is the default mode in which XPWatch executes. In this mode, the output is
decided interactively, where you select appropriate options from different menus displayed in
the interactive windows. Though the command prompt window is refreshed for the configured
interval, the output history is still retained which you can view using the vertical scroll bar.
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You can execute XPWatch in the Interactive mode using any one of the following options:

• On a Windows system, either click XPWatch.exe or type XPWatch.exe in the command
prompt window.

• On a non-Windows platform, run ./xpwatch in the command prompt window.
For more information on the commands to execute XPWatch in Interactive mode, see Executing
commands in Interactive mode.

CLI mode

NOTE: The output screen has the timestamp when the data is retrieved.
To open XPWatch in the CLI mode, execute the entire command in the command prompt window.

In the CLI mode, you can directly execute commands in the command prompt window to view
the same data that is otherwise displayed when XPWatch is executed using the Interactive mode.
There are three different commands that can be used. The entire command should be entered
at the command prompt, without which XPWatch will exit.
For more information on the commands to execute XPWatch in CLI mode, see “Executing
commands in CLI mode” (page 17).

Removing XPWatch
To remove XPWatch, delete the folder containing the XPWatch.exe file.
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Components
The software components of XPWatch are:

• XPWatch.exe—is an executable file used to launch the XPWatch tool.

• wagent.exe—is an executable file required to operate XPWatch.

• XPWatch.log—stores information about the execution cycle of XPWatch when the debug
mode is enabled.

• settings.ini—this file contains the default or customized menu settings. It is generated
after the first use of XPWatch.

• .csv —is the output file that saves performance data.

NOTE: For XP7 disk arrays, the .csv file contains a six digit serial number that begins with
3. The number 3 in the beginning of a serial number is not displayed on the command line
screens.
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• In the Interactive mode, the .csv files are generated depending on the configured settings.
However, in the CLI mode, these files are generated every hour. For every hour different
.csv files are created, one file for each component.
For better understanding, consider the following two scenarios:
Example scenario 1: In the Interactive mode, if you set the Data Split Time to two hours
and the Data Collection Time Limit to six hours, three sets of .csv files are created in a
span of six hours. Each set contains seven .csv files, one file for each component. Each
.csv file contains data for the last two hours (from the time the file was generated).
Example scenario 2: In the Interactive mode, if you set the Data Split Time to two hours
and the Data Collection Time Limit to five hours, three sets of .csv files are created in a
span of six hours. Each set contains seven .csv files, one file for each component. Each
.csv file will contain data for the last two hours and the third set would contain data for the
last one hour.
The output file naming convention is: selected array-mm-dd-yy- hh.min.sec.milliseconds.
For example, 53036-03-15-11-12.40.46.151.csv is the output file name,
where:

◦ 53036 is the selected XP disk array

◦ 03–15–11 is the file creation date.

◦ 12.40.46.151 is the file creation time in (12 hrs, 40 min, 46 sec, and 151 milliseconds).

The naming convention for the .csv files generated in the Interactive and CLI modes are
as follows:

◦ Interactive Mode
Based on the option you select for the XP or XP7 disk array, the .csv files are
accordingly generated. The list of .csv files for each option are as follows:
Sync/Async Metrics

NOTE: The Sync/Async Metrics are available only in the Interactive mode.

– <Array Serial Number>-PORTPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_CLPRPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_LDEVPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_RGPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv

CA Journal Metrics

NOTE:
– The CA Journal Metrics are available only in the Interactive mode.

– The RAID group performance metrics of a LDEV is not available if it is configured
as a THP, smart pool, or external volume.

– <Array Serial Number>-PORTPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_CLPRPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv
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– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_LDEVPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PVOL_SVOL_RGPERF-<current timestamp
when the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-JNL_CLPRPERF-<current timestamp when
the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-JNL_LDEVPERF-<current timestamp when
the file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-JNL_RGPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-JNLPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

Host Group metrics

– <Array Serial Number>-LDEVPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-PORTPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-RGPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-CPUPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-DKCPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-HGPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <Array Serial Number>-ARRAYPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv
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THP/SMART Pool metrics

– <Array Serial Number>-POOLPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

◦ CLI Mode
Host Group metrics

– <filename specified>-LDEVPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-PORTPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-RGPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-CPUPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-DKCPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-HGPERF-<current timestamp when the file
is created>.csv

– <filename specified>-ARRAYPERF-<current timestamp when the
file is created>.csv

All the above-mentioned software components are saved in one folder.
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3 Working with XPWatch menus and commands
This section describes how to use the different modes, commands, menus, and interfaces of
XPWatch.

Commands
This section describes the menus and the options you choose in the Interactive mode, as well
as the commands that you execute in the CLI mode.
To see the Help options in the Interactive mode and CLI mode, the following command can be
executed in the command prompt:
For Windows platform, xpwatch.exe –h
For a non-Windows platform, ./xpwatch –h
where, –h is for viewing the Help menu.
The Help menu describes the modes and all the options available with XPWatch.

Executing commands in Interactive mode
The XPWatch commands enable you to perform the following tasks:

• Navigate through menus using the Navigation Options.

• Select items, such as P-VOLs, S-VOLs, CTGs, host groups, ports, RAID groups, THP/SMART
Pools and LDEVs using the Selection Options.

• Modify the settings using the Miscellaneous Options.
All the screens have the related options displayed. Figure 4 shows the XPWatch commands.
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Figure 4 XPWatch commands

Table 1 lists the Navigation options available in the XPWatch interface and their functions.

Table 1 Navigation options and their functions

FunctionOptionCommand

To view the previous menu.Backb

To view the next menu.Continuec

To view the next set of items, such as host groups, ports, RAID
groups, and LDEVs.

Next pagen

To view set of items, such as host groups, Ports, RAID groups, and
LDEVs displayed on the previous page.

Previous pagep

To close XPWatch.

NOTE: You can also use Ctrl+C to close XPWatch.

Exite

Table 2 lists the Selection options available in the XPWatch interface and their functions.

Table 2 Selection options

FunctionOptionCommand

To select all items in a given menu.Select Alla

To clear all the selected items in a given menu.Select Noner

Table 3 lists the Miscellaneous options available in the XPWatch interface and their functions.
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Table 3 Miscellaneous options

FunctionOptionCommand

To change the settings of XPWatch.Settingss

To view the Nickname menu.Nickname Menux

Executing commands in CLI mode

NOTE:
• If none of the below mentioned commands are provided, XPWatch is executed in the

Interactive mode.
• For XP7 disk arrays, enter the complete six digit serial number that begins with 3.

Syntax conventions
Table 8 lists the symbols that are used to depict command syntax.

Table 4 Syntax conventions

MeaningSymbol

Indicates optional items.
For example, if this is given in the syntax [-f <filename>],
then it implies that it is an optional parameter and you can
execute the command without this parameter.

[ ]

Indicates a value that you define.
For example, –s <array-serial number> will have the value
–s 10090

< >

Separates mutually exclusive choices. Type one of the
choices.
For example, –l <all|ldev-list> implies that you can either
select all the LDEVs or you can specifically list the LDEVs
as –l 00:01,00:02

|

You can execute the following commands to use XPWatch in the CLI mode:
./xpwatch –c –s <array-serial number> –hg <host-groups> [–f <filename>| —x] [–a
<frequency for archiving data>] –hrs <number of hours for execution> —min <number of
minutes for execution>

To view the XPWatch in CLI mode.—c

To specify the XP or XP7 disk array serial number.—s

To specify the host group which has to be monitored. You
can provide multiple entries for host groups.

NOTE: There should be no space in between the
comma separating the host groups.
For host groups having special characters in the name,
prefix the special character with backslash or enclose the
host group name in double quotes.
For example, –hg Node7,Node8

—hg

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the .csv
filename. If this option is not specified, the archive file
(.csv file) will not be created.

—f

This is an optional parameter. it is used to generate csv
file in similar format as that of interactive mode. This option

—x
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cannot be used along with -f. csv files generated using
this option can be used for plotting charts in XPSketch.

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the
frequency of archiving data in the .csv file. If this option

—a

is not specified then the previously specified value shall
be used. For more information, see Table 11 (page 38).

This parameter is used to specify the number of hours for
which XPWatch must be active.

—hrs

This parameter is used to specify the number of minutes
for which XPWatch must be active.

—min

NOTE: It is mandatory to specify either the —hrs or —min option. You can also specify both
the options.

./xpwatch –c –s <array -serial number> –l <all|ldev-list> –p <all|port-list> –r <all|rg-list> [–f
<filename>|-x] [–a <frequency for archiving data>] -hrs <number of hours for execution>
—min <number of minutes for execution>

To view the XPWatch in CLI mode.—c

To specify the XP or XP7 disk array serial number.—s

To view the list of LDEVs that must be given in a comma
separated format. If 'all' is specified in the parameter, it
will consider all the LDEVs for that particular disk array.

NOTE: There should be no space in between the
comma separating the LDEVs.
For example, –l 02:00,02:01

—l

To view the list of ports that must be given in a comma
separated format. If “all” is specified in the parameter, it
will consider all the ports for that particular disk array.

NOTE: There should be no space in between the
comma separating the ports.
For example, –p 1a,2a

—p

To view the list of RAID groups that must be given in a
comma separated format. If “all” is specified in the

—r

parameter, it will consider all the RAID groups for that
particular disk array.

NOTE: There should be no space in between the
comma separating the RAID groups.
For example, –r 01–10,10–01

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the
.csv filename. If this option is not specified, the archive
file (.csv file) will not be created.

—f

This is an optional parameter. it is used to generate csv
file in similar format as that of interactive mode. This option

—x

cannot be used along with -f. csv files generated using
this option can be used for plotting charts in XPSketch.

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the
frequency of archiving data in the .csv file. If this option

—a

is not specified then the previously specified value shall
be used. For more information, see Table 11 (page 38).
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This parameter is used to specify the number of hours for
which XPWatch must be active.

—hrs

This parameter is used to specify the number of minutes
for which XPWatch must be active.

—min

NOTE: It is mandatory to use the options —l, —p, and —r together.
It is mandatory to specify either the —hrs or —min option. You can also specify both the options.

./xpwatch –c –s <array-serial number> –w <wwns> [–f <filename>|-x] [–a <frequency for
archiving data>] –hrs <number of hours for execution> —min <number of minutes for
execution>

To view the XPWatch in CLI mode.—c

To specify the XP or XP7 disk array serial number.—s

To view the list of WWNs in the comma separated format.

NOTE: There should be no space in between the
comma separating the WWNs.
For example, —w 500143800081fba0,
5001438000ac164c

—w

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the
.csv filename. If this option is not specified, the archive
file (.csv file) will not be created.

—f

This is an optional parameter. it is used to generate csv
file in similar format as that of interactive mode. This option

—x

cannot be used along with -f. csv files generated using
this option can be used for plotting charts in XPSketch.

This is an optional parameter. It is used to specify the
frequency of archiving data in the .csv file. If this option

—a

is not specified then the previously specified value shall
be used. For more information, see Table 11 (page 38).

This parameter is used to specify the number of hours for
which XPWatch must be active.

—hrs

This parameter is used to specify the number of minutes
for which XPWatch must be active.

—min

The .csv file is generated and placed in the same location where you initially copied
XPWatch.exe and wagent.exe files.

NOTE: For the –f option, do not specify the file extension in the command prompt window.
It is mandatory to specify either the —hrs or —min option. You can also specify both the options.

Menus
XPWatch enables you to monitor and customize performance data of P-VOLs, S-VOLs, continuous
access journal groups, ports, RAID groups, LDEVs, and host groups through different menus.
They are:

• Array menu (page 20)

• Sync/Async Metrics (page 20)

• CA Journal Metrics (page 22)

• Host Groups (page 24)
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• Nickname menu (page 28)

• Port menu (page 32)

• Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups selection scheme (page 33)

• RAID Group menu (page 34)

• LDEV menu (page 35)

• THP/SMART Pool metrics (page 36)

• Settings menu (page 37)

Array menu
The Array menu appears after you start XPWatch. This menu lists all the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays that are connected to the host.
The Array menu also displays the XPWatch version. You can also view the XPWatch version
using the following command in the command prompt:
XPWatch.exe -v

To select an array, enter the number (Num) corresponding to it.

NOTE: You can select only one array at a time.

Table 5 lists the fields of the Array menu.

Table 5 Array menu—fields

DescriptionScreen field

Selection number.Num

Serial number of the array.Serial

Type indicates the array model.
Supports XP7 disk array and XP disk array models such
as P9500, XP1024/48, XP10000, XP12000, XP20000, and
XP24000

Type

Sync/Async Metrics
The Sync/Async Metrics screen lists all the configured P-VOLs.

Figure 5 Sync/Async Metrics

NOTE: The Sync/Async Metrics are available only in the Interactive mode.
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The Sync/Async Metrics provides configuration information for each P-VOL and S-VOL which
includes data displayed in the following table:

DescriptionScreen field

Selection Number.Num

S against a P-VOL or S-VOL record indicates that the
particular record is selected.

Sel

Serial number of the XP or XP7 disk array.Pri Ser#

LDEV configured as P-VOL or S-VOL on the selected
disk array (primary data center). Displays the LDEV
number in cu:ldev format.

Ldev

Type of the LDEV, can be P-VOL or S-VOL.Type

CLPR that manages cache for the P-VOL or S-VOL.CLPR

RAID group to which the P-VOL or S-VOL belongs.Rg

RAID classification for the RAID group.RAID

RAID type for the RAID group.Type

Size of the LDEV in MB.Ld[MB]

Current replication link status of the P-VOL or S-VOL on
the selected XP or XP7 disk array. The replication link

State

status shown is corresponding to only the selected XP or
XP7 disk array and can be one of the following:

• SMPL: Unpaired volume

• PAIR: Paired duplicate volume

• COPY: In paired state but copying to secondary volume
not complete

• PSUS: In paired state but updating the secondary
volume data is suspended

• PSUE: PSUS state due to internal error

• PFUS: PSUS state due to Side File Full

Mirror Unit Number of the paired volume.MUN

Consistency Group ID: A Group ID which guarantees
consistency in the sequence of asynchronous data
transfers for a remote copy volume group.

CTG

Journal ID of the journal group associated with the P-VOL
or S-VOL.

JID

Fence level of target device (Pair volume). ASYNC for
asynchronous communications and DATA, STATE, or
NEVER for synchronous communications.

Fence

Number of active paths for a P-VOL, the continuous
access links (P-VOL to S-VOL). When continuous access

Paths

is configured as Sync or Async and the selected volume
type is SVOL, then you might encounter the status of the
number of paths as NA - Not Applicable.

Secondary data center disk array serial number on which
the S-VOL resides.

Sec Ser#

LDEV configured as S-VOL on the secondary data center
disk array. Displays the LDEV number in cu:ldev format.

Ldev
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Viewing Sync/Async metrics
To view the Sync/Async metrics for P-VOLs and S-VOLs:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor, and then press the Enter key.

The following list of host group options connected to the array is displayed:
• 1 Sync/Async Metrics

• 2 CA Journal Metrics

• 3 Host Group Metrics
3. Select 1, and then press the Enter key. The list of LDEVs configured as P-VOLs and S-VOLs

in the selected XP or XP7 disk array is displayed.
4. To select a P-VOL or S-VOL, enter the number corresponding to it, and then press the Enter

key.
The selected P-VOL or S-VOL record is highlighted in green. You can select multiple P-VOLs
and S-VOLs.

5. Enter c to proceed and view the performance metrics.
To understand the performance metrics for P-VOLs and S-VOLs, see “Sync/Async Metrics” (page
43).

Clearing P-VOL or S-VOL selection
To clear a P-VOL or S-VOL record selection, enter its corresponding number, and then press
the Enter key.

CA Journal Metrics
The CA Journal metrics screen lists all the configured P-VOLs and S-VOLs in the selected XP
or XP7 disk array based on the CTGs to which they belong.

Figure 6 CA Journal Metrics

NOTE: The CA Journal Metrics are available only in the Interactive mode
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This metrics provide configuration information of each P-VOL or S-VOL, and includes the
configuration data of journal groups configured to manage the corresponding I/O transactions.
The following table describes the configuration data:

DescriptionScreen field

Consistency Group ID: A Group ID which guarantees
consistency in the sequence of Asynchronous data
transfers for a remote copy volume group.

CTG

S against a P-VOL or S-VOL record indicates that the
particular record is selected.

Sel

Serial number of the XP or XP7 disk array.Pri Ser#

LDEV configured as P-VOL or S-VOL on the selected
disk array (primary data center). Displays the LDEV
number in cu:ldev format.

Ldev

Type of the LDEV, can be P-VOL or S-VOL.Type

CLPR that manages cache for the P-VOL or S-VOL.CLPR

RAID group to which the P-VOL or S-VOL belongs.Rg

RAID classification for the RAID group.RAID

RAID type for the RAID group.Type

Size of the LDEV in MB.Ld[MB]

Current replication link status of the P-VOL or S-VOL on
the selected XP or XP7 disk array. The replication link

State

status shown is corresponding to only the selected XP or
XP7 disk array and can be one of the following:

• SMPL: Unpaired volume

• PAIR: Paired duplicate volume

• COPY: In paired state but copying to secondary volume
not complete

• PSUS: In paired state but updating the secondary
volume data is suspended

• PSUE: PSUS state due to internal error

• PFUS: PSUS state due to Side File Full

Mirror Unit number of the paired volume.MUN

Journal ID of the journal group that is associated with a
P-VOL or S-VOL.

JID

Fence level of target device (Pair volume), will only be
JNL.

Fence

Number of Active Paths for the P-VOL, the CA links
(P-VOL to S-VOL).

Paths

Secondary data center disk array serial number on which
the S-VOL resides.

Sec Ser#

LDEV configured as a S-VOL on the secondary data
center disk array. Displays the LDEV number in cu:ldev
format.

Ldev

Viewing CA Journal metrics
To view CA Journal metrics for the P-VOLs, S-VOLs, and associated journal groups in an XP or
an XP7 disk array:
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1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key. The

following list of host group options connected to the array is displayed:
• 1 Sync/Async Metrics

• 2 CA Journal Metrics

• 3 Host Group Metrics
3. Select 2, and then press the Enter key. The list of LDEVs configured as P-VOLs and S-VOLs

in the selected XP or XP7 disk array are displayed along with the corresponding Consistency
Group Ids.

4. Enter a CTG number, and then press the Enter key. Multiple CTG entries are not allowed.
All the P-VOL and S-VOL records that belong to the selected CTG are highlighted in green.

5. Enter c to proceed and view the performance metrics.
To understand the performance metrics for P-VOLs, S-VOLs, and journal groups, see “CA Journal
Metrics” (page 46).

Clearing CTG selection
To clear a CTG record selection, enter its corresponding CTG number, and then press the Enter
key.

Host Group Metrics
The Host Group metrics screen displays the different options that you can choose to view the
host group, RAID group, port, and LDEV metrics for the selected XP or XP7 disk array.

Viewing Host Group Metrics
To view the Host Group metrics:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key. The

following list of host groups connected to the array is displayed.
• 1 Sync/Async Metrics

• 2 CA Journal Metrics

• 3 Host Group Metrics
3. Select 3 and press the Enter key. The list of host groups are displayed.

Host Groups
The Host Groups screen lists the available host groups that are connected to the selected XP
or XP7 disk array. This screen also displays all the available Navigation, Selection, and
Miscellaneous options. The list of host groups are sorted alphabetically based on the host group
name.
Figure 7 shows the Host Groups.
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Figure 7 Available Host Groups: Sorted Alphabetically

Table 6 lists the fields in the Host Groups.

Table 6 Host Groups — fields

DescriptionScreen field

Selection number.Num

User-friendly names given to the hosts.Nickname

Displays the host group name.Host Group Name

The port used by the XP or XP7 disk array to communicate
with the host.

Ports

Viewing Host Groups
To view the host groups connected to an array, perform the following steps:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key. The list

of host groups connected to the array appears.

Selecting Host Groups
Select the host whose performance data you want to monitor.
To select a host group, enter the number corresponding to it. For example, to select HWP10 and
Kalam host groups (see figure Available Host Groups), perform the following steps:
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1. Enter 111 and press the Enter key.
The HWP10 host group is selected as shown in the following figure.

NOTE: The selected host group is highlighted in green.

Figure 8 shows one host group selected from the list of available host groups.

Figure 8 Available Host Groups: One Host Group selected

2. Enter 118 and press the Enter key.
The Kalam host group is selected.
Figure 9 shows two host groups selected from the list of available host groups.
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Figure 9 Available Host Groups: Two Host Groups selected

Clearing Host Groups
To clear a selected host group, enter its corresponding number.
For example, to clear the Kalam host group, enter118 and press the Enter key.
The Kalam host group is cleared.
Figure 10 shows the screen that appears after clearing the Kalam host group.
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Figure 10 Clearing a Host Group

NOTE: The cleared host groups are not highlighted in green.

Nickname menu
The Nickname menu enables you to provide a nickname to the host to identify the host easily.
For example, you can identify a host that is known by FS-Pyramus as “PA_Watch_HA”.

NOTE:
• The Nickname menu can be accessed only from the host groups screen.

• The nicknames must be provided when the XPWatch is launched for the first time after
installation. These names will be displayed in all subsequent runs.

Figure 11 shows the Nickname menu.
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Figure 11 Nickname menu

Assigning nicknames
This section describes how to assign nicknames to a host group.
For example, to assign a nickname to the FS-Pyramus host group, perform the following steps:
1. Navigate to the Available Host Groups screen.
2. Type x. The following screen appears.

Figure 12 Nickname menu: Selecting a host group to assign nickname

3. Type 97 and press the Enter key.
4. Enter the new nickname. For example, PA_Watch_HA.
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Figure 13 Nickname menu: Entering new nickname

5. Press the Enter key. The following screen, showing nickname as PA_Watch_HA, appears.

Figure 14 Nickname menu: Displaying new nickname

Renaming nicknames
To rename a nickname, perform the following steps:
1. Select the host group whose nickname you want to rename and press the Enter key.
2. Enter the new nickname and press the Enter key.
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Deleting nicknames
To delete a nickname, select the host group whose nickname you want to remove and press the
Enter key twice.
For example, to remove the PA_Watch_HA nickname, perform the following steps:
1. On the Available Host Groups screen, type 97. The following screen appears.

2. Press the Enter key. (Do not enter any new nickname)
The Host Nickname is removed and the following screen appears.
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Port menu
The Port menu lists all the ports that are connected to the selected host groups. This menu is
used to select the port whose performance needs to be monitored or captured.
Figure 15 shows the Port menu.

Figure 15 Port menu

Table 7 describes the fields that appear in the Port menu.

Table 7 Port menu — screen fields

DescriptionScreen field

Selection numberNum

Port numberPort

Slot numberSlot

Type of port (SCSI, Fibre, iSCSI, ENAS, FCoE)Type

Connection type (N for point-point, NL for FC-AL)Topo

Fabric login (Y/N)FLOGI

Operating mode of the port (Target, MCU Initiator, RCU Target, e-LUN
initiator)

Mode

Security switch (On/Off)Secu

Storage Logical Partition (SLPR) number.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the XP7 disk array and P9500 disk arrays.
So, the Slpr field displays N/A for the XP7 disk array and P9500 disk arrays
in the output screen of the Port menu.

Slpr

Count of DKAs associated with LDEVs mapped to the portDKA#

Count of RAID groups mapped to the portDg#
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Table 7 Port menu — screen fields (continued)

DescriptionScreen field

Count of LDEVs mapped to the portLDEV#

Count of unique LDEVs mapped to the portLh#

Viewing Port menu
To view the ports connected to a host, perform the following steps:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key.
3. The Available Host Groups screen displaying the list of host groups connected to the array

appears.
4. Select the required host and enter the c command.

The Port menu showing all ports connected to the hosts appears.

Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups selection scheme
Most arrays include a large number of LDEVs and RAID groups. The Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups
Selection Scheme enables you to sort LDEVs and RAID groups according to your requirements.
This menu supports the following options:

• Filter LDEVs by RAID groups

• Filter RAID groups by LDEVs

• Manually add RAID groups and LDEVs without Filtering

• Skip and start collecting
Figure 16 shows the Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups selection scheme.

Figure 16 Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups selection scheme

Viewing Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups selection scheme
To view this screen, perform the following steps:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key.
3. The Available Host Groups screen displaying the list of host groups connected to the array

appears.
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4. Select the required host and enter the c command. The Port menu showing all ports
connected to the hosts appears.

5. Select the required port and enter the c command. The Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups Selection
Scheme screen appears.

RAID Group menu
The RAID Group menu lists the details of all RAID groups connected to the selected host(s).
Figure 17 shows the RAID Group menu.

Figure 17 RAID Group menu

Table 8 describes the fields that appear in the RAID Group menu.

Table 8 RAID Group menu — screen fields

DescriptionScreen field

Selection numberNum

The Rg column displays the Parent RAID group if the RAID
groups are “Concatenated”

Rg

RAID levelLevel

RAID typeType

Drive type of Hard Disk Drives constituting the RAID groupHDD

Speed of the Hard Disk Drives (HDD) in rpmRpm

Total number of LDEVs belonging to the RAID groupLDEV#

Total number of CHA ports associated with the RAID groupCp#

Total number of host groups associated with the RAID
group

Hg#

Count of DKAs associated with LDEVs mapped to portDKA#

The Pg column displays the entire list of concatenated
RAID groups

Pg

NOTE:
• If the RAID groups are not configured, the RAID Group menu will display blank screen fields.

• For non-concatenated RAID groups, the Rg and Pg columns display the same data.

• XPWatch supports RAID 6 (14D+2P) parity groups.
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Viewing RAID Group menu
This screen appears when you select one of the following options from the Viewing Pick
LDEVs/RAID Groups Selection scheme:

• Filter LDEVs by RAID Groups option

• Manually add RAID Groups and LDEVs without Filtering option

LDEV menu
The LDEV menu lists the details of the LDEVs connected to the selected host(s).
Figure 18 shows the LDEV menu.

Figure 18 LDEV menu

Table 9 describes the fields that appear in the LDEV menu.

Table 9 LDEV menu — screen fields

DescriptionScreen field

Selection numberNum

CU: LDEV numberLDEV

RAID groupRG

Emulation typeEmulation

SLPR number

NOTE: Slpr does not exist in the XP7 and P9500 disk
arrays. So, the Slpr field displays N/A for the XP7 and
P9500 disk arrays in the output screen of the LDEV menu.

Slpr

Cache Logical Partition (CLPR) numberClpr

DKA or ACP associated with the LDEVDKA

LUSE positionLuseP

Number of ports mapped to LDEVMap#
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Viewing LDEV menu
This screen appears when you select the Filter RAIDGroups by LDEVs option from the Viewing
Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups Selection Scheme.

THP/SMART Pool metrics
The THP/SMART metrics screen lists the configured THP/SMART pools in the selected XP or
XP7 disk array based on the Pool ID.

NOTE: The THP/SMART pool volumes which don’t have a single v-vol is not listed out as
performance collection can’t be done on a pool without v-vols.

Figure 19

NOTE: The THP/SMART Pool Metrics are available only in the Interactive mode.

This metrics provide configuration information of each THP/SMART pool.
The following table describes the configuration data:

DescriptionScreen field

The Pool_Id for the THP/SMART Pool.Pool_Id

Pool_Type can be THP or SMART.Pool_Type

The Status of the THP/SMART pool.Pool_Status
The Status can be :
1.)None
2.)Normal
3.)Over Threshold
4.)Blocked
5.)Failure

The Total Capacity of the THP/SMART pool in MB.Pool_Total_Capacity

The Used Capacity of the THP/SMART pool in MB.Pool_Used_Capacity

The Free Capacity of the THP/SMART pool in MB.Pool_Free_Capacity

Pool Utilzation = Pool_Used_Capacity/
Pool_Total_Capacity * 100

Pool_Utilizaton%

The Number of Pool Ldevs which form the pool.Number_Of_Pool_Ldev

The Number of V-Vols carved out from the pool.Number_Of_V-vol
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Viewing THP/SMART Pool metrics
To view the THP/SMART Pool metrics for the configured pools in the XP or an XP7 disk array:
1. Start XPWatch. The Array menu appears.
2. Select the array whose performance you want to monitor and press the Enter key. The

following list of host group options connected to the array is displayed:
1. Sync/Async metrics
2. CA Journal metrics
3. Host Group metrics
4. THP/SMART Pool metrics

3. Select 4, and then press the Enter key. The list of THP/SMART pools in XP and XP7 disk
arrays is displayed.

4. Enter a THP/SMART Pool id, and then press the Enter key. Multiple THP/SMART Pool
entries are not allowed.
The selected THP/SMART pool is highlighted in green

5. Enter c to proceed and view the performance metrics.
To understand the performance metrics for THP/SMART Pools see “THP/SMART Pool
performance metrics” (page 54)

Clearing THP/SMART Pool selection
To clear a THP/SMART pool record selection, enter its corresponding Pool id, and then press
the Enter key.

Settings menu
The Settings menu enables you to modify the settings.
This menu includes:

• “Menu settings” (page 37)

• “Performance data collection settings” (page 38)
Figure 20 shows the Settings menu.

Figure 20 Settings menu

Menu settings
Menu settings enable you to modify the settings of the interface.
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For example, the Menu settings allow you to modify the appearance of the menus.
Table 10 describes the Menu settings.

Table 10 Menu settings

Valid RangeDefault ValueFunctionsSettings

1-50 lines20 linesChanges the number of items that appear in the menu.Menu Height

NADisabledDebug Mode • If this mode is enabled, the program creates a file
XPWatch.log that stores information about the
execution cycle of XPWatch and places it in the folder
where XPWatch is located.

• If this mode is disabled, information about the
execution cycle of XPWatch is not saved.

• If this mode is enabled, the system prompts to specify
the level of debugging. Since the recommended Debug
level option is INFO, enter 3.

NADeletes the cache
files

Deletes any stored information about an array that is
located on the local system.

Force Cache
Mode

Performance data collection settings
Performance data collection settings enable you to modify the settings of the output screen. It
also enables you to modify the time interval for data collection.
Table 11 describes the Performance data collection settings.

Table 11 Performance data collection settings

Valid rangeDefault valueFunctionsSettings

1-168 hours24 hoursSplits the data according to the time intervals (in hours) and
stores them in different .csv files. This is used when large
amount of data is collected.
For example: If you have selected the Data Split Time as 1 and
the Data Collection Time Limit as 12, XPWatch will create 12
new files, each containing performance data for an hour’s time.

Data Split Time

NOTE: The data splitting activity is performed for the duration
set in the Data Collection Time Limit.
In the Interactive mode, if you enter a value greater than 24
hours, then the .csv files might grow to a large size. So,
preferably the value of the Data Split Time should be given as
1 hour.

1-167 hours, 1–60
minutes

24 hours, 0
minutes

Enables you to specify the duration in hours and minutes for
which you want XPWatch to collect performance data. The
program terminates once this time limit is reached.

Data Collection
Time Limit

Ports: 1-50 LDEVs:
1-50 RAID groups:

Ports: 10 LDEVs:
10 RAID groups:

Enables you to specify the volume of data to be displayed in
the output screen for ports, LDEVs, RAID groups, and host
groups.
In case of Sync/Async metrics, you can set the number of
PVOL/SVOLs, RAID Groups, CLPRs and Replication Ports. In

Real-Time
Monitor Size

1-50 host groups: 1-50
Vol/SVol Ldevs: 1-50
Vol/SVol Raid Groups:
1-50 PVol/SVol

10 host groups: 10
Vol/SVol Ldevs: 5
Vol/SVol Raid
Groups: 5case of CA Journals, you can also set the number of Journal

Volumes and their corresponding RAID groups. CLPRs: 1-50 Journal
Ldevs: 1-50 Journal

PVol/SVol
CLPRs:5 Journal

For example, by default the Output screen displays 10 most
active ports, 10 most active LDEVs, 10 most active RAID groups,
and 10 most active host groups.

Raid Groups: 1-50
Replication Ports: 1-50

Ldevs: 5 Journal
Raid Groups: 5
Replication Ports:
4
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Table 11 Performance data collection settings (continued)

Valid rangeDefault valueFunctionsSettings

5 - 300 seconds10 secondsEnables you to specify the frequency at which the screen
updates/refreshes the performance collection data obtained
from a disk array.

NOTE: By default, the collection update interval is 10 seconds
in the Interactive and CLI modes, where the screen is refreshed
every 10 seconds. You can change this collection update interval
time from 5 to 300 seconds in the Interactive mode. The new
collection update interval is automatically used in the CLI mode
also.
For example, if the user changes the collection update interval
time to 5 seconds in the Interactive mode and then runs the
XPWatch in the CLI mode, the screen is refreshed every 5
seconds.

Collection
Update Interval

5 - 300 seconds10 secondsEnables you to specify the frequency at which the performance
data of a disk array should be archived in the .csv file.

Archival
Frequency

NOTE: By default, the archival frequency is 10 seconds in
the Interactive and CLI modes, where the data is archived every
10 seconds. You can specify a minimum of 5 seconds or a
maximum of 300 seconds as the archival frequency. The new
archival frequency is automatically used in the CLI mode also,
if –a option is not specified.
For example, if you change the archival frequency to 5 seconds
in the Interactive mode and then run the XPWatch in the CLI
mode without specifying –a option, the performance data is
archived in the .csv file every 5 seconds.
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4 Viewing performance metrics in XPWatch
This section describes how to collect the performance data of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays
and view the performance metrics using XPWatch.

Collecting performance metrics
This section describes how to collect performance data of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays using
XPWatch.
The Array menu appears after you invoke XPWatch.
To collect the performance data of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays:
1. Start XPWatch.
2. Enter the s command and set the Menu and Performance collection settings. For more

information on setting the Menu and Performance collection settings, see “Settings menu”
(page 37).

3. Select the disk array from the list displayed.
4. Do one of the following:

• Enter 1 to view the Sync/Async metrics. Then, follow steps given for “Viewing Sync/Async
metrics” (page 22).

• Enter 2 to view the CA Journal metrics. Then, follow steps given for “Viewing CA Journal
metrics” (page 23).

• Enter 3 to view the Host Group Metrics. Then, follow steps given for “Viewing Host
Group Metrics” (page 24).

• Enter 4 to view the THP/SMART Pool Metrics. Then follow steps given for “Viewing
THP/SMART Pool metrics” (page 37)

Sync/Async Metrics
1. Select the P-VOLs and S-VOLs for which you want to view the Sync/Async metrics.
2. Enter the c command to view the output. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected? (Y/N)

3. Enter Y to save the performance data in .csv files. The data is also displayed on the screen.
4. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.
CA Journal Metrics
1. Enter the CTG for which you want to view the CA Journal metrics. Only one CTG selection

is allowed.
2. Enter the c command to view the output. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected? (Y/N)

3. Enter Y to save the performance data in .csv files. The data is also displayed on the screen.
4. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.
Host Group Metrics
1. Enter the host groups for which you want to view performance metrics.
2. Enter the c command. A list of all the available ports appear.
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3. Select the required port.
4. Enter the c command. The Pick LDEVs/RAID Groups Selection Scheme appears.

• Filtering LDEVs by RAID Groups
Follow this procedure to filter LDEVs by RAID groups:
a. Enter 1 to select this option. The RAID groups within the host groups are displayed.
b. Select the required RAID groups.
c. Enter the c command. The LDEVs within the RAID groups are displayed.
d. Select the required LDEVs.
e. Enter the c command. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected?(Y/N)

f. Enter Y to save the performance data in .CSV format. The Output screen appears.

NOTE: The Output screen displays performance data of all selected host groups,
ports, LDEVs, RAID groups, DKCs and processors belonging to the selected array.

g. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.

• Filtering RAID Groups by LDEVs
Follow this procedure to filter RAID groups by LDEVs:
a. Enter 2 to select this option. The LDEVs within the host groups are displayed.
b. Select the required LDEVs.
c. Enter the c command. The RAID groups within the LDEVs are displayed.
d. Select the required RAID groups.
e. Enter the c command. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected?(Y/N)

f. Enter Y to save the performance data in .CSV format. The Output screen appears.

NOTE: The Output screen displays performance data of all selected host groups,
ports, LDEVs, RAID groups, DKCs, and processors belonging to the selected XP
or XP7 disk arrays.

g. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.

• Manually Adding RAID Groups and LDEVs without filtering
Follow this procedure to manually add RAID groups and LDEVs without filtering:
a. Enter 3 to select this option. The RAID groups are displayed.
b. Select the required RAID groups.
c. Enter the c command. The LDEVs are displayed.
d. Select the required LDEVs.
e. Enter the c command. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected?
(Y/N)

f. Enter Y to save the performance data in .CSV format. The Output screen appears.

NOTE: The Output screen displays performance data of all selected host groups,
ports, LDEVs, RAID groups, and processors belonging to the selected XP or XP7
disk arrays.

g. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.
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• Skip and start collecting
Follow this procedure to skip all the selection process and collect performance data for
all the ports:
a. Enter 4 to select this option. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected?
(Y/N)

b. Enter Y to save the performance data in .CSV format. The Output screen appears.

NOTE: The Output screen displays performance data of all selected ports and
processors belonging to the selected XP or XP7 disk arrays.

c. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.

NOTE: If you enter N, the performance data is not saved in the .CSV format. However,
you can view the performance data on the output screen.

THP/SMART Pool Metrics
1. Enter the THP/SMART pool id for which you want to view the THP/SMART pool metrics.

Only one THP/SMARTpool selection is allowed.
2. Enter the c command to view the output. The following message appears:

Would you like to archive the performance data collected? (Y/N)

3. Enter Y to save the performance data in .csv files. The data is also displayed on the screen.
4. Enter e or press Ctrl+C to quit XPWatch.

Understanding performance metrics
The .csv output files that are generated and data shown on the screen, one file for each
component, contain performance metrics for host groups, ports, LDEVs, RAID groups, CPU,
DKC, THP/SMART Pools and Array utilization of the selected XP or XP7 disk arrays. You can
also view the Sync/Async performance metrics for P-VOLs and S-VOLs, and the CA Journal
metrics for the consistency groups. Multiple .csv output files are generated for each selection
of P-VOLs and S-VOLs, or continuous access journals, and includes additional performance
metrics of the associated ports, CLPRs, and RAID groups.

IMPORTANT:
• To view correct cache metrics for P9500 disk arrays, ensure that v70-03-42-00-00 is the

minimum firmware version on the disk array. Similarly, to view cache metrics for XP24000
disk array, ensure that v60-08-05-00/00 is the minimum firmware version on the disk array.

• The performance data is displayed for all the continuous access ports irrespective of whether
you view the Sync/Async metrics or the CA Journal metrics.

The output files in the Interactive mode and CLI mode are saved in the TLVIz and TABS format
respectively. The output files in the Interactive mode can be imported into XPSketch. However,
the output files in the CLI mode cannot be imported intoXPSketch. You can write scripts or
wrappers for the data in the output files to view or plot the data in the desired format. The
description of the different tabs for different components in the output files are listed in the sections
given below.
The TLViz is an interactive timeline visualization tool that provides a graphical representation of
the data collected for each metric. The .csv files that are generated in the Interactive mode can
be plotted using this tool. For more information regarding TLVIz, see http://www.hpe.com/info/
openvms-doc.
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Adjust your screen resolution (maximum resolution recommended), font size and other screen
parameters accordingly for better readability.

Sync/Async Metrics
The Sync/Async Metrics provides the configuration data of the selected P-VOLs and S-VOLs in
the disk array. In addition, it includes performance metrics of the following components:

• LDEVs configured as P-VOLs or S-VOLs.

• Continuous access ports configured for the synchronous or asynchronous communication.
The performance data is displayed for all the continuous access ports irrespective of whether
you view the Sync/Async metrics or the CA Journal metrics.

• RAID groups to which the P-VOLs or S-VOLs belong.

• CLPRs associated with the P-VOLs or S-VOLs, and configured to manage the cache
transaction.

The Output screen and the four .csv output files that are generated, one file for each component,
contain performance metrics pertaining to the above mentioned LDEVs, ports, RAID groups, and
CLPRs of the selected XP or XP7 disk arrays.

Figure 21 Sync/Async Performance Metrics

P-VOL S-VOL Configuration
Table 13 (page 44) describes the configuration data for the selected P-VOLs and S-VOLs.

Table 12 P-VOL S-VOL Configuration

DescriptionConfiguration data

Disk array serial number.Ser#

LDEV configured as the P-VOL or S-VOL.Ldev

Type of volume, P-VOL or S-VOL.Vol Type

Size of the LDEV in MB.Ldev [MB]

RAID group to which the LDEV belongs.Rg

RAID classification for the RAID group.Raid
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Table 12 P-VOL S-VOL Configuration (continued)

DescriptionConfiguration data

RAID type for the RAID group.Type

CLPR associated with the P-VOL or S-VOL.CLPR

Port that establishes communication between the host
and P-VOL or S-VOL.

Port

P-VOL S-VOL LDEV performance metrics
Table 13 (page 44) describes the performance metrics of P-VOLs and S-VOLs.

Table 13 P-VOL S-VOL LDEV performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Logical Device name.numberLDEV

RAID group identifier.numberRG

Average Front-end I/Os.numberAvgIO

Average Write percentage.%Wr%

Average Sequential I/O percentage.%Seq%

Average Read Cache Hit percentage.%r_H%

Average I/O Size.KB/IOKB/IO

Average Throughput.KB/sKB/s

Average I/O Response time.msms

Average Read Response time.msr_ms

Average Write Response time.msw_ms

Maximum of (Maximum Read
Response time and Maximum Write
Response time).

msms^

Maximum Read Response time.msr_ms^

Maximum Write Response time.msw_ms^

Front-end I/O Density [IOPS/GB].numberFeD

Back-end/Front-end I/O ratio.numberBe/Fe

Back-end I/O.numberBe

P-VOL S-VOL RAID Group performance metrics
Table 14 (page 44) describes the performance metrics of RAID groups to which the configured
P-VOLs and S-VOLs belong.

NOTE: The RAID group performance metrics of a LDEV is not available if it is configured as
a THP, smart pool, or external volume.

Table 14 PVOL SVOL RAID Group performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

RAID group identifier.numberRG

Average Front-end I/Os.numberAvgIO
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Table 14 PVOL SVOL RAID Group performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Average Write percentage.%Wr%

Average Sequential I/O percentage.%Seq%

Average Read Cache Hit percentage.%r_H%

Average I/O size.KB/IOkB/IO

Average Throughput.KB/sKB/s

Average I/O Response time within
back-end array.

msms

Average Read Response time.msr_ms

Average Write Response time.msw_ms

Maximum of (Maximum Read
Response time and Maximum Write
Response time).

msms^

Maximum Read Response time.msr_ms^

Maximum Write Response time.msw_ms^

Front-end I/O Density [IOPS/GB].numberFeD

Back-end / Front-end I/O ratio.numberBe/Fe

Average RAID group I/O utilization.%RG%

Back-end I/O.numberBe

P-VOL S-VOL CLPR performance metrics
Table 15 (page 45) describes the performance metrics of CLPRs associated with the configured
P-VOLs and S-VOLs.

Table 15 P-VOL S-VOL CLPR performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

CLPR identifier.numberCLPR

Size of the CLPR in MB.numberSize[MB]

Cache usage [MB] of the CLPR.numberCmUs[MB]

Write cache usage [MB] of the CLPR.numberCmWr[MB]

Side File usage [MB] of the CLPR.numberCmSf[MB]

Cache random read hits of the CLPR.numberCmRdH

Cache utilization [%] of the CLPR.%CmUs%

Write cache utilization [%] of the CLPR,
max=70%.

%CmWr%

P-VOL S-VOL Port performance metrics
Table 16 (page 46) describes the performance metrics of ports configured as the master and
receiver ports for the P-VOLs and S-VOLs.
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Table 16 P-VOL S-VOL Ports performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Port name.numberPort

Slot number.stringSlot

Communication mode configured for
the port, can be a MCU or RCU. MCU

stringMode

refers to the Master port that is
configured to send I/Os to the RCU
(Receiver port) residing on the remote
data center disk array. RCU is
configured to only receive I/Os from
the MCU residing on the remote data
center disk array. The performance
data shown is for the MCUs and RCUs
that belong to the disk array you
selected.

Type of the port, can be Fibre or FCoE
(applicable for P9500 and XP7 disk
arrays).

stringType

Minimal I/O rate of the last 60 seconds.IO/sMinIO

Maximum I/O rate of the last 60
seconds.

IO/sMaxIO

Average I/O rate of the last 60
seconds.

IO/sAvgIO

Calculate average I/O size (=avg KB /
avgIO).

KB/IOKB/IO

Minimal throughput of the last 60
seconds.

KB/sMinKB

Maximum throughput of the last 60
seconds.

KB/sMaxKB

Average throughput of the last 60
seconds.

KB/sAvgKB

CA Journal Metrics
The CA Journal metrics includes the configuration data of P-VOLs and S-VOLs that belong to a
selected CTG. In addition, it includes performance metrics for the following components:

• LDEVs configured as P-VOLs or S-VOLs

• RAID groups to which the P-VOLs or S-VOLs belong

• CLPRs configured to manage cache for the P-VOLs or S-VOLs

• Journal group associated with the P-VOLs or S-VOLs

• LDEVs configured as journal volumes

• RAID groups to which the journal volumes belong

• CLPRs associated with the journal groups

• Ports configured for the continuous access journal group.
The performance data is displayed for all the continuous access ports irrespective of whether
you view the Sync/Async metrics or the CA Journal metrics.
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The Output screen and the seven .csv output files that are generated, one file for each
component, contain performance metrics pertaining to the above mentioned P-VOLs and S-VOLs,
journal groups, associated ports, RAID groups, and CLPRs in the selected XP or XP7 disk arrays.

Figure 22 CA Journal Performance Metrics

For description of performance metrics related to P-VOLs, S-VOLs, and associated RAID groups,
ports, CLPRs, see “Sync/Async Metrics” (page 43). The following sections describe the
performance metrics related to journal groups, journal volumes, and associated RAID groups,
CLPRs.

JNL (Journal Group) metrics
Table 17 (page 47) describes the performance metrics of journal group associated with the
P-VOLs and S-VOLs that belong to the selected CTG.

Table 17 JNL metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Journal group ID on the XP or the XP7
disk array.

numberJID

Size of the LDEV in MB.numberSize[MB]

cu:ldev ID configured as the journal
volume.

numberLdev #

State of the journal group, can be one
of the following:

stringState

• NONE: The JID does not exist on
the XP or the XP7 disk array.

• SMPL: The journal volume does not
have a pair.

• PJNN: P-VOL Journal Normal
Normal.

• PJSN: P-VOL Journal Suspend
Normal

• PJNF: P-VOL Journal Normal Full
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Table 17 JNL metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

• PJSF: P-VOL Journal Suspend Full

• PJSE: P-VOL Journal Suspend
Error, including Link failure

Utilization of the journal group.%Jid%

Number of remaining Q-Markers within
the journal data.

numberQ-Cnt

Latest sequence # for writing to the
P-VOLs consistency group at the PAIR
state.

numberQ-Mrk

Utilization of the LDEVs in the journal
group.

%LD%^

Utilization of the RAID groups in the
journal group.

%RG%^

Journal LDEV metrics
View the performance metrics of LDEVs configured as journal volumes and associated with the
P-VOLs and S-VOLs that belong to the selected CTG. For more information, see Table 13 (page
44).

Journal RAID Group metrics
View the performance metrics of RAID groups to which the configured journal volumes belong.
For more information, see Table 14 (page 44).

Journal CLPR metrics
View the performance metrics of CLPRs associated with the configured journal groups. For more
information, see Table 15 (page 45).

Host Group metrics
The Host Group metrics include performance metrics for the selected disk array and the following
additional components:

• Array

• Host groups

• Ports

• LDEVs

• RAID groups

• CPU

• DKC
The Output screen and the seven output files .csv files that are generated, one file for each
component, contain performance metrics pertaining to host groups, ports, LDEVs, RAID groups,
CPU, DKC, and Array utilization of the selected XP or XP7 disk arrays.

NOTE: Array and Host Group Level metrics displayed are based on the selected Ports and
LDEVs respectively.

Figure 23 shows the Output screen for an XP disk array.
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Figure 23 Output screen for a XP disk array

Figure 24 shows the Output screen for an XP7 disk array.

Figure 24 Output screen for a XP7 disk array

Array Performance Metrics
Table 14 describes the Array performance metrics.

Table 18 Array Group performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

The array for which the performance
is displayed

NumberArray

Minimal I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sMinIO

Maximum I/O rate of the last 60
seconds

IO/sMaxIO
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Table 18 Array Group performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Average I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sAvgIO

Minimal throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sMinMB

Maximum throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sMaxMB

Average throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sAvgMB

Host Group performance metrics
Table 15 describes the Host Group performance metrics.

Table 19 Host Group performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Host Group namestringHost Group

Average Front-end I/O per second over
the collection update interval, which is
set to a default value of 10 seconds.

numberAvg IO

Average throughput over the collection
update interval, which is set to a
default value of 10 seconds.

MB/sAvg MB

Port performance metrics
Table 20 describes the Port performance metrics.

Table 20 Port performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

Port namestringPort

Slot numberstringSlot

Type of the port, can be Fibre or FCoE (applicable only for P9500
and XP7 disk arrays).

stringType

Minimal I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sMinIO

Maximum I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sMaxIO

Average I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sAvgIO

Calculate average I/O size (=avg KB / avgIO)KB/IOKB/IO

Minimal throughput of the last 60 secondsKB/sMinKB

Maximum throughput of the last 60 secondsKB/sMaxKB

Average throughput of the last 60 secondsKB/sAvgKB

LDEV performance metrics
Table 21 describes the LDEV performance metrics.
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Table 21 LDEV performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

Logical Device namenumberLDEV

RAID group identifiernumberRG

LDEV spread over number of DKAsnumberDKA

Average Front-end I/OsnumberAvgIO

Average Write percentage%Wr%

Average Sequential I/O percentage%Seq%

Average Read Cache Hit percentage%r_H%

Average I/O SizeKB/IOKB/IO

Average ThroughputKB/sKB/s

Average I/O Response timemsms

Average Read Response timemsr_ms

Average Write Response timemsw_ms

Maximum of (Maximum Read Response time and Maximum
Write Response time)

msms^

Maximum Read Response timemsr_ms^

Maximum Write Response timemsw_ms^

Front-end I/O Density [IOPS/GB]numberFeD

Back-end/Front-end I/O rationumberBe/Fe

Back-end I/OnumberBe

RAID group performance metrics
Table 22 describes the RAID group performance metrics.

NOTE: The RAID group performance metrics of a LDEV is not available if it is configured as
a THP, smart pool, or external volume.

Table 22 RAID group performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

RAID group identifiernumberRG

LDEV identifiernumberLDEV

Average Front-end I/OsnumberAvgIO

Average Write percentage%Wr%

Average Sequential I/O percentage%Seq%

Average Read Cache Hit percentage%r_H%

Average I/O sizeKB/IOkB/IO

Average ThroughputKB/sKB/s

Average I/O Response time within back-end arraymsms
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Table 22 RAID group performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

Average Read Response timemsr_ms

Average Write Response timemsw_ms

Maximum of (Maximum Read Response time and Maximum
Write Response time)

msms^

Maximum Read Response timemsr_ms^

Maximum Write Response timemsw_ms^

Front-end I/O Density [IOPS/GB]numberFeD

Back-end / Front-end I/O rationumberBe/Fe

Average RAID group I/O utilization%RG%

Back-end I/OnumberBe

CPU performance metrics
Table 23 describes the CPU performance metrics.

Table 23 CPU performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

Serial number of the arraynumberSer

CH slot number.
For XP7 and P9500 disk arrays, the slot refers to the MP blade
location.

stringSlot

Figure 24 shows the slots are shown as 1MA and 2MA

CH PCB type (Fibre/SCSI/DKA).
For XP7 and P9500 disk arrays, the type is displayed as MPPK.

stringType

For an XP disk array, Min% indicates the minimum CPU utilization
on PCB [%].
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, Min% indicates the minimum
processor utilization on an MP blade. In Figure 24 the Min%
indicates the utilization of MP0.

%Min%

For an XP disk array, Max% indicates the maximum CPU
utilization on PCB [%].
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, Max% indicates the maximum
processor utilization on an MP blade. In Figure 24 the Max%
indicates the utilization of MP0.

%Max%

For an XP disk array, Avg% indicates the average CPU utilization
on PCB [%].
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, Avg% indicates the average
utilization of all MPs. In Figure 24 the Avg% indicates the
utilization of all MPs in the MP Blade.

%Avg%

For an XP disk array, MP0 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
0 (if installed).
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, MP0 is the MP busy time for CPU
0 (if installed).

numberMP0
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Table 23 CPU performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance
metrics

For an XP disk array, MP1 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
1 (if installed).
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, MP1 is the MP busy time for CPU
1 (if installed).

numberMP1

For an XP disk array, MP2 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
2 (if installed).
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, MP1 is the MP busy time for CPU
2 (if installed).

numberMP2

For an XP disk array, MP3 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
3 (if installed).
For XP7 and P9500 disk array, MP3 is the MP busy time for CPU
3 (if installed).

numberMP3

For an XP disk array, MP4 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
4 (if installed).
For an XP7 disk array, MP4 is the MP busy time for CPU 4 (if
installed)

numberMP4

For an XP disk array, MP5 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
5 (if installed).
For an XP7 disk array, MP5 is the MP busy time for CPU 5 (if
installed).

numberMP5

For an XP disk array, MP6 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
6 (if installed).
For an XP7 disk array, MP6 is the MP busy time for CPU 6 (if
installed).

numberMP6

For an XP disk array, MP7 is the CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU
7 (if installed).
For an XP7 disk array, MP7 is the MP busy time for CPU 7 (if
installed).

numberMP7

DKC performance metrics
Table 24 describes the DKC performance metrics.

Table 24 DKC performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Serial number of the arraynumberSer

CHA to shared memory bus utilization%SmCha%

DKA to shared memory bus utilization%SmDka%

CHA to cache memory Xbar utilization%CmCha%

DKA to cache memory Xbar utilization%CmDka%

Cache usage [MB] (CLPR0)numberCmUs[MB]

Write cache usage [MB] (CLPR0)numberCmWr[MB]

Side File usage [MB] (CLPR0)numberCmSf[MB]

Cache random read hits (CLPR0)numberCmRdH

Cache utilization [%] (CLPR0)%CmUs%

Write cache utilization [%] (CLPR0), max=70%%CmWr[%]
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NOTE:  SmCha % ,SmDka % ,CmCha % ,CmDka % is not available for XP7 disk arrays.

THP/SMART Pool performance metrics
The THP/SMART pool metrics includes the configuration and performance metrics for the
THP/SMART pools .
The output screen contains 2 rows. The first row shows the basic configuration of the selected
THP/SMART pool. The second row shows the performance metrics for the selected THP/SMART
pool. The .csv which is generated shows the performance information for the selected THP/SMART
pool for XP or XP7 Disk array.

Figure 25

The following table describes the configuration of the selected THP/SMART pool:

Table 25 Pool configuration metrics

DescriptionScreen field

The Pool_Id for the THP/SMART Pool.Pool_Id

Type can be THP or SMART.Type

Displays the current status of the Smart pool or the ThP
pool.

Status

Following are the statuses and their descriptions:

• None

• Normal : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is
functioning properly

• Over Threshold : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP
pool has crossed the threshold capacity that you set
on the XP7 disk
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Table 25 Pool configuration metrics (continued)

DescriptionScreen field

• Blocked : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool has
reached 100% utilization and has gone into the
suspended state. There is no more storage space left.

• Failure : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is in
a failed state.

The Total Capacity of the THP/SMART pool in MB.Pool_Size

Pool Utilzation = Pool_Used_Capacity/
Pool_Total_Capacity * 100

Pool_Utilization%

The Number of V-Vols carved out from the pool.Number_of_V-vol

Table 26 (page 55) describes the Pool performance metrics.

Table 26 Pool performance metrics

DescriptionScreen fields

The Pool_Id for the THP/SMART Pool.Pool_Id

Displays the current status of the Smart pool or the ThP
pool.

Pool_Status

Following are the statuses and their descriptions:

• None

• Normal : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is
functioning properly

• Over Threshold : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP
pool has crossed the threshold capacity that you set
on the XP7 disk

• Blocked : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool has
reached 100% utilization and has gone into the
suspended state. There is no more storage space left.

• Failure : Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is in
a failed state.

Displays the sum of the random and sequential read and
write I/Os on the individual Smart pool or the ThP pool

IOPS

over the collection update interval ,which is set to the
default value of 10 seconds.

Displays the sum of the random and sequential reads and
writes in MB/s on the individual Smart pool or a ThP pool

MBPS [MB/s]

over the collection update interval ,which is set to the
default value of 10 seconds.

Displays the total backend tracks associated with the
Smart pool or the ThP pool. It is an aggregate of all the

Be_Tracks

backend transfers Backend Tracks due to I/Os occurring
on every VVol in the Smart pool or the ThP pool.

Displays the Average of Average Read Response time
of the Pool Virtual Volumes.

r_ms [ms]

Displays the Average of Average Write Response time of
the Pool Virtual Volumes.

w_ms [ms]

Displays the maximum of Max Read Response time of
the Pool Virtual Volumes.

r_ms^ [ms]

Displays the maximum of Max Write Response time of
the Pool Virtual Volumes.

w_ms^ [ms]
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5 Introduction to XPSketch
This section gives an overview of XPSketch.

Overview
XPSketch (earlier known as XP P9000Sketch/XPSketch) is a tool provided by Hewlett Packard
Enterprise to enable you to view the performance metrics of different components of an XP or
an XP7 disk array in a graphical format. The performance metrics obtained on monitoring the
selected XP or the XP7 disk array’s host groups, ports, LDEVs, RAID, CPU, THP/SMART Pools
and DKC Groups including the array level metrics for a specified duration are stored in seven
comma-separated files (.csv files) that are generated, one file for each component.
The .csv files generated using XPWatch in the Interactive mode can be opened in XPSketch
to view a graphical representation of the data.
You must load the .csv file in XPSketch, which transforms the metrics into various data points
on the graph. You can also select multiple metrics and view the values plotted on the graph.
Using these graphical representations, you can analyze the performance trend, identify bottlenecks
or problems, and take the necessary corrective actions.

NOTE: XPSketch does not support the .csv files generated using -f option in XPWatch CLI
mode.
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6 Installing XPSketch
This chapter lists the supported environment for XPSketch and describes the installation for
XPSketch.

Supported Windows platforms
For information on the list of supported platforms, see the latest HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Software OS Support Matrix available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
PerformanceAdvisorSoftware-Manuals.

NOTE:
• Use Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) 7.0 when using Windows 2008 and IE 6.0 (Service Pack

1) when using other Windows versions.
• To run the web client on the management station, you must install the Java JRE plug-in

separately on the management station. To download JRE for Windows, see http://
java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index_jdk5.jsp

• For your browser to connect to a management station that uses IPv6 as the communication
protocol, IE version 7.0 and Java version 1.6 are required.

Installing XPSketch
To install XPSketch, complete the following steps:
1. Open a web browser.
2. In the browser address line, enter your server name followed by /pa. For example,

http(s)://[server name]/pa.
You can also access XP7 Performance Advisor over a secure connection:
https://[server name].[domain name]/pa.
If the DNS server cannot locate the management station and open XP7 Performance Advisor,
type http(s)://[IP address]/pa.

NOTE: The XP7 Performance Advisor URL is case-sensitive.

The XP7 Performance Advisor logon screen appears.
3. Enter your user name and password. If you are a valid user on the local system where XP7

Performance Advisor is installed or on the domain controller, or your name is added to the
Users or Administrators list in the XP7 Performance Advisor users database, use your local
system, domain, or XP7 Performance Advisor logon credentials for authentication.
The XP7 Performance Advisor Home screen appears.

4. On the Header menu, select Support. The screen displaying Table of Contents appears.
5. Under Tools, click the XPSketch (Windows 32-bit) link to download the XPSketch.zip

file to an XP7 Performance Advisor server, your local system, or a remote system. After the
download, the XPSketch tool can work independently of XP7 Performance Advisor.

6. Extract the contents of the zip file to a location of your choice on the designated system.
7. Double-click Run.bat to execute XPSketch.

After executing XPSketch, the window that opens can be used to load the .csv file for
viewing the performance data in a graphical format.
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NOTE: When you double-click Run.bat, sometimes XPSketch might not start immediately,
or might appear and disappear immediately. This is because the system searches for the
JRE files that are required to start XPSketch. By default, the JRE path is automatically set.
However, to verify the path, complete the following steps:
a. On your system, right-clickMy Computer, and select Properties from the pop-up menu

that appears.
b. On the System Properties window, click the Advanced tab.
c. Click the Environment Variables button.
d. In the System Variables section, search for the Variable JAVA_HOME and its

corresponding Value. The Value must point to the directory path and folder that contain
the required JRE files. For example, the Value can be C:\Program
Files\Java\jre1.5.0_13\bin.

If the JRE path is not set, complete the following steps to set the path:
a. On your system, right-clickMy Computer, and select Properties from the pop-up menu

that appears
b. On the System Properties window, click the Advanced tab.
c. Click the Environment Variables button.
d. Click the New button in the System Variables section.
e. On the New System Variable window, enter the Variable name: as JAVA_HOME, and

enter the Variable value: as the path to access the JRE files. For example, the Variable
value can be set as C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_13\bin.

f. Click OK to save the new configuration.
g. Click OK on the Environment Variables window and the System Properties window to

save the settings and exit.

To start XPSketch, you can also manually copy the XPSketch files into the JRE folder
(...\Java\jre <version>\bin).
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7 Viewing performance metrics in XPSketch
This section describes loading the .csv files, setting the Java heap size value, and viewing
performance metrics in XPSketch.

Loading the Comma separated file
The performance metrics obtained on monitoring the selected XP or the XP7 disk array’s host
groups, ports, LDEVs, RAID, CPU, and DKC groups including the array level metrics for a specified
duration are stored in seven .csv files, one file for each component.
The .csv files generated using XPWatch in the Interactive mode can be opened in XPSketch
to obtain a graphical representation of the data.
You must load the .csv file in XPSketch, which transforms the metrics into various data points
on the graph. You can also select multiple metrics and view the values plotted on the graph.
Using these graphical representations, you can analyze the performance trend, identify bottlenecks
or problems, and take the necessary corrective actions.
On the File menu, select Load to open the .csv file in XPSketch. If XPSketch is not installed
on the same system as XPWatch, you can still copy the .csv file generated by XPWatch, and
load it on the system (host) where XPSketch is installed.
If the format of the selected .csv file does not match the input file format that XPSketch requires,
an error message displays stating that the selected file’s format is not supported. The following
is a sample format of a .csv file:
$$$ START COLUMN HEADERS $$$
Sample Time
Metric1
Metric2
.
.
.
$$$ END COLUMN HEADERS $$$
Time in format ’MM-dd-yy hh:mm:ss’, value for Metric1, value for metric2,..... 
Time in format ’MM-dd-yy hh:mm:ss’, value for metric1, value for metric2,…

Click File menu, and select Close to close the .csv file in XPSketch.
Click File menu, and select Exit to stop and close XPSketch.

NOTE: The above sample is in the TLVIz format and seven .csv files are generated, one file
for each component.

Setting the Java heap size value
At a time, the number of metrics that can be loaded in XPSketch depends on the minimum and
maximum Java heap size values specified for XPSketch. The default minimum and maximum
Java heap size values are 70 MB and 128 MB respectively.
You can increase the maximum Java heap size value by modifying a property value in run.bat.
By default, when you open run.bat in the Command Prompt window, the following data is
displayed:
java -Xms70m —Xmx128m XPSketch
where: -Xms70m refers to the minimum Java heap size value (the minimum system memory
that is required for XPSketch to load a .csv file in XPSketch), and –Xmx128m refers to the
maximum Java heap size value. The maximum Java heap size value refers to the maximum
system memory that can be set based on the memory available in your system and also the
metrics collected in the .csv file.
The Java heap size value is directly proportional to the metrics collected in a .csv file, and also
the combination of metrics that you want to view in a graphical format. More the metrics collected,
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more is the memory required (Java heap size value) to load the .csv file. More the metrics selected
for viewing, more is the memory required for plotting the numerous data points from the selected
metrics.
Figure 26 shows the error message that is displayed when the metric count in the .csv file is
higher compared to the Java heap size value specified in run.bat.

Figure 26 Error message

NOTE:
• Ensure that the size of the CSV file to be loaded is not more than the configured heap size.

• The maximum Java heap size that can be configured depends on the operating system
specification. For more information, see the Windows operating system documentation.

Viewing performance metrics in XPSketch
After the .csv file is loaded, the performance metrics of different components collected for
specified durations are displayed in the Metrics Pane. By default, the first set of data points
collected for the first metric that appears in theMetrics Pane is automatically plotted in theGraph
Area. If the data collection is more for a metric in a specified time interval and all the data points
are not displayed in the same graph, click the > button to view the plotting of the next set of data
points. To view the first set of data points, click the < button.
Figure 27 shows a performance report generated using XPSketch.
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Figure 27 Performance report generated using XPSketch

You can select multiple metrics at a time. Accordingly, multiple graphs are plotted in the Graph
Area, as shown in figure below. This is especially useful when you want to analyze the
performance metrics of components across different time intervals. Different color codes are
used to differentiate the various metrics when they are plotted in theGraphArea. The performance
metrics for the selected set of components are displayed on the Domain Axis (X-axis) against
the specified durations, which are displayed on the Range Axis (Y-axis). The Lower Pane
displays the Start Time and End Time of the samples displayed in the Graph Area. The Status
bar displays the location of the CSV file.
Figure 28 shows multiple graphs plotted for multiple metric selection.
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Figure 28 Multiple graphs plotted for multiple metric selection

You can also view the Metrics Available, Samples Available, and Samples Displayed data for
the CSV file that is currently loaded in XPSketch. Point to a location on the Metrics label, as
shown in Figure 29.
Figure 29 shows the available metrics and samples displayed on the screen.

Figure 29 Metric available, samples available, and samples displayed

A tool tip appears displaying the following data:
• Metrics Available: number of metrics available in the CSV file currently loaded in XPSketch

• Samples Available: total number of data points (samples) available in the CSV file

• Samples Displayed: total number of data points (samples) plotted on the graph(s)

Understanding performance metrics in XPSketch
This section describes the Array, Host Group, Port, LDEV, RAID, CPU, DKC Group, and
continuous access journals performance metrics.

Table 27 Array Group performance metrics

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

The array for which the performance
is displayed

NumberArray

Minimal I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sMinIO

Maximum I/O rate of the last 60
seconds

IO/sMaxIO

Average I/O rate of the last 60 secondsIO/sAvgIO
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Table 27 Array Group performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionUnitPerformance metrics

Minimal throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sMinMB

Maximum throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sMaxMB

Average throughput of the last 60
seconds

MB/sAvgMB

Table 23 describes the Host Group performance metrics.

Table 28 Host Group performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Average Front-end I/Os over the collection update interval,
which is set to a default value of 10 seconds.

IOPs (TotalRd + TotalWr)

Average Throughput over the collection update interval,
which is set to a default value of 10 seconds.

Throughput [MB/s]

Table 29 describes the Port performance metrics.

Table 29 Port performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Minimal I/O rate of the last 60 secondsMinIO

Maximum I/O rate of the last 60 secondsMaxIO

Average I/O rate of the last 60 secondsAvgIO

Calculate average I/O size (=avgKB / avgI/O)KB/IO

Minimal throughput of the last 60 secondsMinKB

Maximum throughput of the last 60 secondsMaxKB

Average throughput of the last 60 secondsAvgKB

Table 30 describes the LDEV performance metrics.

Table 30 LDEV performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Average Front-end I/OsAvgIO (TotalRd + TotalWr)

Average Write percentageWrite Ratio %

Average Sequential I/O percentageSequential IO ratio %

Average Read Cache Hit percentageRead hits % for LDEV

Average ThroughputThroughput [KB/s]

Average I/O Response TimeIO response time [ms]

Back-end / Front-end I/O ratioBack-end to Front-end IO ratio [%]

Back-end I/OCache lines staged/destaged [1/s]

Average Read Response timer_ms [ms]

Average Write Response timew_ms [ms]
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Table 30 LDEV performance metrics (continued)

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Maximum of (Maximum Read Response time and Maximum
Write Response time)

ms^ [ms]

Maximum Read Response timer_ms^ [ms]

Maximum Write Response timew_ms^ [ms]

Table 31 describes the RAID group performance metrics.

Table 31 RAID group performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Average Front-end I/OsAvgIO (TotalRd + TotalWr)

Average Write percentageWrite Ratio %

Average Sequential I/O percentageSequential IO ratio %

Average Read Cache Hit percentageRead hits % for LDEV

Average ThroughputThroughput [KB/s]

Average I/O Response TimeIO response time [ms]

Back-end / Front-end I/O ratioBack-end to Front-end IO ratio [%]

Back-end I/OCache lines staged/destaged [1/s]

Average Read Response timer_ms [ms]

Average Write Response timew_ms [ms]

Maximum of (Maximum Read Response time and Maximum
Write Response time)

ms^ [ms]

Maximum Read Response timer_ms^ [ms]

Maximum Write Response timew_ms^ [ms]

Table 32 describes the CPU performance metrics.

Table 32 CPU performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Minimum CPU utilization on PCB[%]Minimum Utilization[%]

Maximum CPU utilization on PCB[%]Maximum Utilization[%]

Average CPU utilization on PCB[%]Average Utilization[%]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 0(if installed)Utilization for MP 0 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 1(if installed)Utilization for MP 1 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 2(if installed)Utilization for MP 2 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 3(if installed)Utilization for MP 3 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 4(if installed)Utilization for MP 4 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 5(if installed)Utilization for MP 5 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 6(if installed)Utilization for MP 6 0[1/s]

CHA PCB Busy Time for CPU 7(if installed)Utilization for MP 7 0[1/s]
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Table 33 describes the DKC performance metrics.

Table 33 DKC performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

CHA to shared memory bus utilization [%]CHA to shared memory utilization [%]

DKA to shared memory bus utilization [%]DKA to shared memory utilization [%]

CHA to cache memory Xbar utilization [%]CHA to cache memory utilization [%]

DKA to cache memory Xbar utilization [%]DKA to cache memory utilization [%]

Cache usage for CLPR0 [MB]Cache usage [MB]

Write cache usage for CLPR0 [MB]Write cache usage [MB]

Side File usage for CLPR0 [MB]Side File usage [MB]

Cache random read hits for CLPR0Cache random read hits

Cache utilization for CLPR0Cache utilization [%]

Write cache utilization [%] for CLPR0, max=70%Write cache utilization [%]

Table 34 describes the CLPR performance metrics.

Table 34 CLPR performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

CLPR Size [MB] for CLPRCLPR Size [MB] for CLPR

Cache memory usage [MB] for CLPRCache memory usage [MB] for CLPR

Cache write pending [MB] for CLPRCache write pending [MB] for CLPR

Cache sidefile usage [MB] for CLPRCache sidefile usage [MB] for CLPR

Cache Random read hits for CLPRCache Random read hits for CLPR

Cache memory usage [%] for CLPRCache memory usage [%] for CLPR

Cache write pending [%]Cache write pending [%]

Table 35 describes the CLPR performance metrics.

Table 35 JNL performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance Metrics

Journal State for JID#Journal State for JID#

Journal Utilization Percentage [%] JID#Journal Utilization Percentage [%] JID#

Q-Count JID#Q-Count JID#

Q-Marker JID#Q-Marker JID#

Ldev Utilization Percentage [%] JID#Ldev Utilization Percentage [%] JID#

Raid Group Utilization Percentage [%] JID#Raid Group Utilization Percentage [%] JID#
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Table 36 THP/SMART pool performance metrics

DescriptionPerformance metrics

The Total Capacity of the THP/SMART pool in MB.Pool Total Size for Pid#

Pool Utilzation = Pool_Used_Capacity/
Pool_Total_Capacity * 100

Pool-Utilization[%] for Pid#

The Number of V-Vols carved out from the pool.Pool V-vol count for Pid#

Displays the sum of the random and sequential read and
write I/Os on the individual Smart pool or the ThP pool

Pool IOPS for Pid#

over the collection update interval ,which is set to the
default value of 10 seconds.

Displays the sum of the random and sequential reads and
writes in MB/s on the individual Smart pool or a ThP pool

Pool MBPS for Pid# [MB/s]

over the Collection update interval,which is set to the
default value of 10 seconds.

Displays the total backend tracks associated with the
Smart pool or the ThP pool. It is an aggregate of all the

Pool Be_Tracks for Pid#

backend transfers Backend Tracks due to I/Os occurring
on every VVol in the Smart pool or the ThP pool.

Displays the Average of Average Read Response time
of the Pool Virtual Volumes in ms.

Pool Avg Read Response Time for Pid#

Displays the Average of Average Write Response time of
the Pool Virtual Volumes in ms.

Pool Avg Write Response Time for Pid#

Displays the Max of Max Read Response time of the Pool
Virtual Volumes in ms

Pool Max Read Response Time for Pid#

Displays the Max of Max Write Response time of the Pool
Virtual Volumes in ms.

Pool Max Write Response Time for Pid#
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8 Working with charts in XPSketch
This section describes viewing, modifying, saving, and printing charts in XPSketch. It also
describes restoring the auto range settings on the chart.

Viewing charts
You can zoom in or zoom out on a chart on either the Domain Axis, Range Axis, or both. To
zoom in, on the Options menu, point to Zoom In and select one of the following options:

• Both— Select this option if you want to zoom in on both Domain Axis and the Range Axis.
This increases the length of both the axes as and when you zoom in on the chart.

• Domain— Select this option if you want to zoom in only on the Domain Axis. This increases
the length of the Domain Axis.

• Range— Select this option if you want to zoom in only on the Range Axis. This increases
the length of the Range Axis.

You can also right-click anywhere on the chart, point to Zoom In on the pop-up menu, and select
one of the above-mentioned options.
To zoom out, on the Options menu, point to Zoom Out and select one of the following options:

• Both— Select this option if you want to zoom out of both Domain Axis and the Range Axis.
This decreases the length of both the axes as and when you zoom out of the chart.

• Domain— Select this option if you want to zoom out only on the Domain Axis. This decreases
the length of the Domain Axis.

• Range— Select this option if you want to zoom out only on the Range Axis. This decreases
the length of the Range Axis

You can also right-click anywhere on the chart, point to Zoom Out on the pop-up menu, and
select one of the above-mentioned options.

Modifying chart properties
You can change the general display settings and the specific settings for a chart. However, you
can modify the specific settings only of the Domain Axis and Range Axis. To modify the chart
properties, complete the following steps:
1. On the Options menu, select Properties.
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NOTE: You can also right-click anywhere the chart, and select Properties from the pop-up
menu.

2. On the Chart Properties window, you can modify the following:
• Under the Title tab:

Change the chart title, font type, and color settings.◦
◦ Clear the Show Title check box if you do not want the chart title to be displayed.

• Under the Plot tab:

Go to Appearance tab to change the appearance and orientation of the chart.◦
◦ Go to Domain Axis or Range Axis tabs to:

– Change the other general settings for Domain Axis or Range Axis
– Clear the Show Tick Labels checkbox if you do not want the labels to be

displayed on the Domain Axis or the Range Axis.
– Clear the Show Tick Marks checkbox if you do not want the horizontal or

vertical lines to be displayed towards the Graph Area.

NOTE: Under the Range tab (available only under the Range Axis tab),
you can enter the maximum and minimum range, or select the Auto-adjust
Range checkbox for XPSketch to adjust the maximum and minimum range
automatically while plotting the graph.

• Under the Others tab:

◦ Select Draw Anti-Aliased checkbox to improve the resolution and clarity of the
data points and trends that are displayed on the chart.

◦ Change the background for the chart.

Restoring auto range settings on the chart
Auto range settings can be restored on the Domain Axis, Range Axis, or both. To restore the
auto range settings, on the Options menu, point to Auto Range and select one of the following
based on the requirement:

• Both — To restore the auto-range calculation on both the axes

• Domain — To restore the auto-range calculation on the Domain Axis

• Range — To restore the auto-range calculation on the Range Axis

Saving and printing the chart
To save the chart in the PNG format, on the Options menu, select Save Chart as…

NOTE: You can also right-click anywhere on the chart, and select Save Chart as… from the
pop-up menu.

To print the chart, on the Options menu, select Print. On the Page Setup window, select the
appropriate settings to print the chart.

NOTE: You can also right-click anywhere on the chart, and select Print from the pop-up menu.
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9 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
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LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Related documents
Documents
In addition to this guide, see the following documents for this product:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software User Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Install Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Best Practices Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Troubleshooting and FAQs Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software OS Support Matrix

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Release Notes
The XP7 Performance Advisor tools related documents are:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software CLUI Guide

• HPE XPInfo Release Notes
To find related documents, see http://www.hpe.com/info/PerformanceAdvisorSoftware-Manuals.

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs
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Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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A XPWatch use case scenarios
Scenario 1: Port I/O spike
Business case

Periodic port I/O spikes are observed in XP7 Performance Advisor.

Objective
Locate the offending host group/application.

Resolution
XPWatch can be used to find the hot spot by collecting the performance data for very short
intervals, such as, 10 seconds.
Perform the following steps to find the hot spot:
1. Select the affected port (You can find the affected port using XP7 Performance Advisor).
2. Select all LDEVs attached to the port.

NOTE: You can use one of the following selection schemes to select the LDEVs:
• Filter LDEVs by RAID Groups
• Filter RAID Groups by LDEVs
• Manually add RAID Groups and LDEVs without Filtering

3. On the output screen, monitor and collect performance data of all the ports.

Results
Using the results displayed by XPWatch, you can identify the application that is causing the
performance issue and can take the corrective action.

Scenario 2: Poor application response
Business case

The XP or the XP7 disk array is suspected to be the cause of an application’s poor performance.

Objective
Confirm the observation using XPWatch.

Resolution
In this case, XPWatch can help you to isolate the XP or the XP7 disk array’s performance from
the application’s performance.
Using XPWatch, perform the following steps:
1. Select the host group or server where the application is running. All ports attached to the

host groups are displayed.
2. Select all ports attached to the host groups.
3. Select all LDEVs and RAID groups attached to the ports.
4. On the output screen, monitor and collect performance data for short time intervals, for

example, 10 seconds.
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Results
By studying the XPWatch metrics, you can analyze the amount of load on the XP or the XP7
disk array and the response time for I/Os from the host. This data can be correlated with the
application performance.
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B Understanding write ratio in XPWatch
The following screen shows the performance of the entire RAID group01-04 being collected with
the performance of LDEVs 01:6c, 01:6d, 02:a3, 02:a4, and 02:a5.

The LDEVs in RAID group 01-04 are exposed only throughx port 1A. There are no I/O activities
or LDEVs reported on this port because there is no I/O activity in port 1A and these LDEVs are
not visible through any other port.
RAID group 01-04 shows some activity because it has another LDEV(01:f4) exposed through
some other ports (these LDEVs were not available for selection in XPWatch as we selected only
port 1A), which have I/Os in it.
The average write percentage (Wr%) for the above output can be inferred by the following
calculations:
Calculate the I/O per second:
I/O per second (total front-end writes + total front-end reads) = 2
r_H% (cache read hit %)=0 and Be (back-end I/O per second)=0
Because both of the above values are 0, it implies that there are no back-end reads or back-end
writes or front-end reads.
• Total front-end reads = 0
• Total front-end writes = 2
Therefore, Wr% can be calculated as:
Wr% = 100*(total front-end writes / (I/O per second))
= 100*(2/2)
= 100*1
= 100
The Wr% is 100% because all the front-end I/Os on that RAID group are writes.

NOTE: We can conclude all the front-end I/Os on the RAID group are writes because the r_H%
(cache read hit %) is 0; that is, there are no front-end reads.
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C Relationship between LDEV I/O response time and Write
ratio

We cannot establish a relationship between the LDEV I/O response time and Write ratio because:
• LDEV I/O response time is dependent on both front-end reads and front-end writes.
• Write ratio provides only the write percentage in the I/Os.

NOTE: The LDEV I/O response time shown by XPWatch is the average I/O response time
measured in milliseconds (that is, both reads and writes together are responsible for variations
in this value).

The LDEV response time in XPWatch is calculated using the formula:
(front-end read response time over the collection interval * front-end reads + front-end writes *
front-end write response time over the collection interval) / (total front-end I/O)
where:
• front-end reads = front-end random reads + front-end sequential reads
• front-end writes = front-end random writes + front-end sequential writes
• Total front-end I/O = front-end reads + front-end writes
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D Comparing LDEV response time metrics in XP7
Performance Advisor and XPWatch

Maximum values of LDEV response time in XP7 Performance Advisor
and XPWatch

The maximum values of LDEV response time in XP7 Performance Advisor cannot be compared
with the response time values in XPWatch because XP7 Performance Advisor displays the I/O
response time as separate metrics for read and write, respectively.
XP7 Performance Advisor also displays the maximum and average values for LDEV response
time for reads and writes separately. The maximum values of the read and write response are
displayed within an interval of 30 seconds.
However, XPWatch does not display any related metric for the maximum value of read or write
response.

Average values of LDEV response time in XP7 Performance Advisor and
XPWatch

You can calculate the Average Read Response time and Average Write Response time using
the following formulae:

Average read response time
Front–end read response time over the collection interval / total front–end reads

Average write response time
Front-end write response time over the collection interval / total front–end writes
Because XPWatch displays the cumulative LDEV response time (that is, both reads and writes
combined) a direct comparison of the average values of LDEV response time in XP7 Performance
Advisor and XPWatch is not allowed.
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Glossary
A

Array Control
Processor (ACP)

ACP is used in the XP disk arrays prior to the XP24000 Disk Array. With the introduction of the
XP24000 Disk Array, the DKA has replaced ACP. The DKA is also applicable for the XP7 disk
arrays.
ACP handles the transfer of data between the cache and the physical drives held in the DKUs.
The ACPs work in pairs, providing a total of eight SCSI buses. Each SCSI bus associated with
one ACP is paired with a SCSI bus on the other ACP pair element. In the event of an ACP
failure, the redundant ACP takes control. Both the ACPs work together by sharing the load. On
the XP models, such as the XP10000 Disk Array, this function is handled by the DKA on the
MIX board.

C

Cache A Cache is a high speed memory that is used to speed up the I/O transaction time. All reads
and writes to the XP and XP7 disk arrays are sent to the cache. The data is buffered in the
cache until it is transferred to the physical disks or from the physical disks (with slower data
throughput) is complete. The benefit of cache memory is that it speeds the I/Os throughput to
the application. The larger the cache size, the greater the amount of data buffering that can
occur and the greater throughput to the applications. In the event of power loss, the battery
power maintains the contents of cache for a specified time period.

Cache Logical
Partition (CLPR)

The cache logical partition contains cache and parity groups. It is available on the XP7 and XP
disk arrays like P9500 etc. It is also available on the XP12000, XP10000, and later generations
of the XP disk arrays.

NOTE: CLPR0 always exists (cannot be deleted) and is a pool area for cache and parity
groups that are not yet assigned to other CLPRs.

Cache Memory The cache memory stores the read and write information. It is controlled as two areas, one half
in the CL1 and the other half in the CL2. During a power outage, the information in the cache
is retained through a battery backup. However, in the newer array models, a forced destage
can occur prior to that XP or the XP7 disk array powering off, depending on the batteries,
configuration, and so on.

Cache Switch
PCB (CSW)

The CSW PCB has a function to connect the CHA or the DKA to the cache. Each of them is
connected to the cache by the Cache Memory Hierarchical Star Net (C-HSN) method. Each
cluster is provided with two CSWs, and each CSW can connect four cache. The CSW uses an
arbitration to switch any of the cache paths to which the CHA or the DKA must be connected.

CHA Channel adapter. A device that provides the interface between the array and the external host
system. Occasionally, this term is used synonymously with the term channel host interface
processor (CHIP).

Channel (CH) Description: A path along which signals can be sent; for example, data channel and output
channel.

CHIP Channel host interface processor. Synonymous with the term CHA.
CHP Channel processor. The processors located on the CHA. Synonymous with CHIP.
Command Line
User Interface
(CLUI)

In addition to its GUI, XP7 Performance Advisor also provides a command-line utility called the
CLUI to monitor real-time performance of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The CLUI allows
you to monitor performance, set alarms, and configure host information using commands and
scripts. You can execute commands in the CLUI and view the same data that is displayed on
the GUI. The CLUI utility is operating system specific and can be installed locally on the
management station, or remotely on a client system.

Command View
(CV)

Replaced by the Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software.

Command View
AE (CV AE)

Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software replaces the XP Command View Software
to manage the XP and XP7 disk arrays.
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Continuous
Access Journal
(Cnt Ac-J)

Continuous Access Journal Software is an asynchronous mirroring program similar to the
Continuous Access Asynchronous, except that the transactions to be written to the secondary
disk array are maintained in a disk-based journal file. This provides better performance for the
secondary disk array systems that are not highly available or that may be subject to bandwidth
contention from other applications.

Continuous
Access
Synchronous
(Cnt Ac-S)

Continuous Access Synchronous Software provides remote replication between the disk arrays
that belong to the XP7 and the XP families.

Control Unit
(Command Unit,
CU)

The storage space attached to a DKC can be organized by grouping similarly configured logical
devices (LDEVs) with unique CU images. The CUs are numbered sequentially. An XP or a XP7
disk array supports a certain number of CUs depending on the disk array model. Each control
unit can manage multiple LDEVs. Therefore, to uniquely identify a particular LDEV, you need
the CU and the LDEV numbers.

CSV Comma-separated value.

D

Device Special
File (DSF)

In the non windows systems, the DSF is an interface for a device driver that appears in a file
system as if it were an ordinary file. In the Windows systems, the DSF allows the software to
interact with a device driver using the standard input or the output system calls.

Disk Adapter
(DKA)

The DKA is a PCB in the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. It manages the data transfer between
the cache and the physical drives in the backend.
In an XP disk array, the DKA is one of the two PCB types that contains the MPs.

Disk Controller
(DKC)

The array enclosure that contains the channel adapters and service processor (SVP).

Disk Processor
(DKP)

In the XP disk arrays, the MP that resides on a DKA is addressed as the DKP.
DKPs does not exist in the XP7 disk arrays. In the XP7 disk arrays, all the MPs form part of the
MP blades.

DKU Disk cabinet unit. The array cabinet that houses the physical disks.

E

emulation mode The LDEVs associated with each RAID group are assigned an emulation mode that makes
them operate like OPEN system disk drives. The emulation mode determines the size of an
LDEV.
OPEN-3: 2.46 GB
OPEN-8: 7.38 GB
OPEN-9: 7.42 GB
OPEN-E: 13.56 GB
OPEN-K: Not available
OPEN-L: 36 GB
OPEN-M Not available
OPEN-V: User-defined custom size

External Storage An external storage that is connected to an XP or an XP7 disk array.

F

FC Fibre Channel. A network technology primarily used for storage networks.
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G

Globally unique
identifier (GUID)

It is a special type of identifier used in the software applications to provide a unique reference
number. The value is represented as a 32 hexadecimal character string, such as the
{21EC2020-3AEA-1069-A2DD-08002B30309D} and usually stored as a 128 bit integer.

H

HDD Hard Disk Drive
Hewlett Packard
Enterprise
Authorization
Center (HPEAC)

The Hewlett Packard Enterprise Authorization Center license key website (http://www.hpe.com/
info/mylicensing), where you generate a license for a specified internal raw disk capacity of
your XP disk array or the usable capacity of your XP7 disk array.

Host Group A group of hosts that belong to a particular WWN group.

I

IP version 6
(IPv6)

The IPv6 is a new version of the Internet Protocol, which is a successor to the IP version 4
(IPv4).

L

LDEV Logical device. An LDEV is created when a RAID group is carved into pieces according to the
selected host emulation mode (that is, OPEN-3, OPEN-8, OPEN-9). The number of resulting
LDEVs depends on the selected emulation mode. The term LDEV is also known as term volume.

LUN Logical unit number. A LUN results from mapping a SCSI logical unit number, port ID, and
LDEV ID to a RAID group. The size of the LUN is determined by the emulation mode of the
LDEV and the number of LDEVs associated with the LUN. For example, a LUN associated with
two OPEN-3 LDEVs has a size of 4,693 MB.

LUSE Logical Unit Size Expansion. The LUSE feature is available when the XP7 LUN Manager product
is installed, and allows a LUN, normally associated with only a single LDEV, to be associated
with 1 to 36 LDEVs. Essentially, LUSE makes it possible for applications to access a single
large pool of storage.

M

MIX A circuit board in the disk control unit that includes disk adapters and channel adapters for
interfacing disk drives and the host to cache memory.

MP blades The MP blades are the microprocessor blades in the XP7 disk arrays. Each MP blade has four
MPs residing on it.
The MPs that reside on the CHAs and the DKAs in the XP disk arrays form part of the MP
blades in the XP7 disk arrays.

Multiprocessor
(MP)

In an XP disk array, the MPs are installed on the CHAs and the DKAs. The MPs on a CHA are
addressed as CHPs and the MPs on a DKA are addressed as DKPs.
In an XP7 disk array, the MPs do not reside on the CHAs and DKAs. Instead, they form part of
the MP blades.

O

Outband The outband mode uses the TCP/IP to directly connect to the XP or the XP7 disk array and
collect the configuration data through the array SVP. Using the outband mode ensures that the
performance of the SAN is not affected because of the data collection.

P

Primary Volume
(P-VOL)

The P-VOL (also seen with a hyphen as P-VOL) is the first of a paired volume set for any
program product other than those used for the remote copy operations.
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XP7Performance
Advisor

The XP7 Performance Advisor is a software product from Hewlett Packard Enterprise for
monitoring the XP and the XP7 storage subsystems.

R

RAID group A group of disks configured to provide enhanced redundancy, performance, or both. Specifically,
four or eight physical hard disk drives (HDDs) installed in a disk array and assigned a common
RAID level.

RAID Manager
Library (RML,
RMLIB)

The RAID Manager Library is an API library that enables third-party software products to directly
operate some of the functions on the XP7 and XP disk arrays.

Read/Write (R/W) Read-write access.

S

S-VOL Secondary or remote volume. The copy volume that receives the data from the primary volume.
SAN Storage area network. A network of storage devices available to one or more servers.
Shared Memory
(SM)

The shared memory in an XP disk array stores shared information about the XP subsystem
and the cache control information.
The shared memory in an XP7 disk array stores shared information about the XP7 subsystem
and the cache control information.
This type of information is used for the exclusive control of the subsystem. Similar to the cache,
the shared memory is controlled as two areas of memory and is fully non-volatile (sustained
for approximately seven days).

Snapshot The snapshot is a business copy volume type that depicts a point-in-time copy of the original
primary volume.

Storage Logical
Partition (SLPR) NOTE: The SLPR component is applicable only for the XP disk arrays. It does not exist in

the XP7 and P9500 disk arrays. As a result, the SLPR-related data is not displayed in XP7
Performance Advisor for the XP7 and P9500 disk arrays.

The SLPR is a partition of the RAID500 to which the host ports (1 or more) and the CLPRs (1
or more) are assigned. The SLPR0 will always exist (cannot be deleted). Sometimes, the SLPR
acronym includes an additional word. For example, Storage administrator Logical Partition or
Storage management Logical Partition, both mean the same. The purpose of the SLPR is to
allow multiple administrators to manage a subsystem without the risk of causing mistakes that
can destroy another user's volumes, or reduce other user's expected performance by using
more components (e.g. cache) than required.

SVP Service processor. A notebook computer built into the disk array. The SVP provides a direct
interface to the disk array and used only by the Hewlett Packard Enterprise service
representative.

T

Thin
Provisioning
(ThP, TP)

Using the thin provisioning, you can operate with a global pool of LDEVs that are not assigned
to a physical storage. The XP and the XP7 disk arrays add virtual capacity from the pool of
LDEVs as and when the data is written, and only at that time is the physical capacity assigned
to the LDEVs and used for storage purpose.

W

World Wide
Name (WWN)
Group

The world wide name group provides access for every host in the specified WWN group to a
specified logical unit or group of units. This is part of the LUN Security feature.

WWN World Wide Name. A unique identifier assigned to a Fibre Channel device.
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